Rules for oral on-site exams, as of January 10th 2022

Continuously updated COVID-19 regulations of the University of Vienna: https://intra.univie.ac.at/en/coronavirus/rules-for-university-operation/

The following guidelines must be observed:

• **Registration is mandatory for students.** Only registered students are allowed to take the exam.

• **Please note that a 2.5G proof is generally required** for access to the buildings of the University of Vienna (control is performed at the building entrances by the security team). A summary of all valid proofs can be found [here](#).

• **Mouth-nose protection: FFP2 masks are mandatory in all public areas of the University of Vienna.** Wearing an FFP2 mask is mandatory during the exam, including at the seat.

• **All persons involved in the examination (students, invigilators, examiners) must prove that they have a valid PCR test (48 hours from sample collection), regardless of whether they have been vaccinated or have recovered.** Also recovered individuals are now required to provide a negative PCR test.

There are 2 exceptions to this PCR test requirement:

1. If it is impossible to provide a PCR test for reasons beyond personal control (e.g., delayed result, unable to provide test on weekend), an official antigen test (from an official site) is also valid.

2. **Recovered persons:** The provision of a positive PCR test with a CT value greater than/equal to 30 after expired infection and symptom-free 48 hours before the start of the exam for recovered persons. The relevant official evidence (e.g., certificate of recovery; notice of end of segregation; E-mail correspondence with the health authority MA15) must be provided or prima facie evidence if the authorities are in arrears. The assessment of symptom-free status is the responsibility of the students themselves (no medical evidence required).

• **Employees involved in on-site exams are required to show the 2.5G proof and the valid PCR-Test upon request of the executive.** Test results will remain with you and must be retained for 14 days.

• **Mandatory check of the PCR test obligation and mandatory identity verification at the seat:** Students are obliged to present the PCR test proof together with a photo ID to the examiners/examination supervisors (the proof remains with the students) and to confirm it on the examination form.

  The examiners/examination supervisors are obliged to check the identity of the students by means of photo ID as well as the validity of the PCR test. The Green Check APP is recommended for this purpose.

• The safety rules are to be made known to the students and those involved in the examination. The responsibility for the implementation of the regulations lies with the examiners and the persons responsible for the organization of the examination.
• **If a valid PCR-Test is not presented**, the student will not be allowed to take part in the examination. This will result in **deregistration** from the examination for cause.

• **In case of non-compliance** with the other security regulations, the responsible examiner/examination supervisor must **immediately exclude the student from the examination** (documentation and information to the study program management required).

• Make sure that there is no group formation before and after the exam (stagger the dates, allow for sufficient breaks).

• **Ensure ventilation and air exchange** before and, if necessary, between staggered appointments.

• **Ensure disinfection** (for chairs and tables used by different people).

• **Mandatory documentation of** who is present in the same room (keeping minutes of the examination).

• Attention to groups that require special attention (information [here](#)).